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Opening statement: 
Mike: “We’re very excited to be here it’s been a fun day. We’re going through this together. 
She sent me an embarrassing text last night, if you auto correct Neighbs it says babe – so 
she said ‘hey babe my parents are here’, I say ‘hey babe’, she said ‘autocorrect!!’ Jaz is here 
for a reason, because of what she’s does the last two years and what we expert her to do 
the next two and she’s really raised the expectation level for us all –its what she’s done. 
Trying to keep the momentum going.” 
 
On Neighbor’s transition to head coach: 
Mike: “I’ve walked in the wrong office a couple times…I’ve about got that fixed. So far as 
opposed as just having more to do…I think having been under the people I was under, 
they’ve let me do an awful lot….other than having a few more on my calendar,  the 
basketball part is basketball. I’ve tried to be in the gym as much as possible, as much as I 
was as an assistant coach, even more now because I have more control of my schedule.. 
The adjustments haven’t hit me yet – maybe I’m doing something wrong. everyone’s been 
telling me I should be experience some things.” 
 
On the coaching change for the athletes: 
Mike: “I honestly don’t know that they’ve noticed a shift 
Jazmine: “It’s not really a change because we’ve all had a great relationship with him as an 
assistant coach. It was probably as strong as it would be with a head coach. So with him 
coming in it wasn’t a change at all.” 
Mike: “We haven’t tried to change the culture, we had a good culture had the momentum 
going in the right direction, I’m different than Kevin, I don’t have a wife and seven kids at 
home, so our  I haven’t moved I still live in the same 700 foot condo, I moved 1 office over, 
we’ve tried to keep it as seamless I don’t think there was anything to change. The entire 
staff was able to stay, I had to hire just one more coach and he’s fit in just as seamlessly I 
don’t think other than maybe for a day did it really affect us.” 
 
On how the team is looking… 
Mike: “We’re ahead in some areas in the past and behind in others. Offensively we’re way 
ahead, I think because of the number of options; again to show you how smart I am this 
kids’ scored more points than anyone in the history of our program and I’m going to change 
her position - to move her to the 2 so she can shoot a little more, if that’s possible. We have 
a freshman that’s come in who’s really impacted us. They both still play point. She’s 
adapting to that – she had to adapt when she got there, she’s a natural scorer so having to 
move her away from the ball and do some other things, without having to have the pressure 
the entire game from having to run the entire show. We’ve beaten our guys practice team for 
the first time in as long as I remember in a lot of drills. Our offense is ahead, I don’t think 
we’ll be able to stop anybody…I think if we played Oregon tomorrow, it’ll be 120-118. It’ll be 
a concern when we can’t make a shot…but I think we’ve always been known for our 
defensive identity and that was Kevin’s focus; and I coached the defense so that was my 



focus for a long time. It may be that now that I’m having to coach both sides of the ball, I’m 
focusing on the offense a little bit more. I think if you look at teams that are ready to go in 
the beginning of the season, the offense is ahead of their defense. I think with the new rules 
changes with the calling emphasis on calling hand checks I think that plays to our advantage 
offensively and defensively, I think that plays to our advantage.” 
 
On the team’s momentum: 
Jazmine: “Honestly I know you think it has a huge impact, but really it’s just the title that 
changed for Neighbors. We’ve always considered him to be a really good coach, so for him 
to come in and add on to what we already know, it wasn’t too much for us. Our momentum 
is going way up there; we’re taking it day by day, step by step, practice by practice.” 
 
On Kelsey readiness: 
Mike: “Yes, her experience is not your typical freshman coming to campus, through all the 
All-Star games and USA basketball experience. Working out with those players, not to 
mention the competition, that month helped eased that transition to where she came in 
ready. She reminds me of Jaz, Jaz is the most freshman ready I’ve ever coached. She’s 
coming in with that same level/status. She’s ready to play…USA basketball really hepled 
her.” 
 
On choosing to go to Washington: 
Jazmine: “I don’t think that at all, I came to Washington for a reason. It was for their nursing 
program…it was for the coaching staff, the players. Other than the weather, everything else 
in Seattle was perfect to me. I don’t ever regret anything like that.” 
 
On the move to a two: 
Jazmine: “I feel good. One thing about Neighbors is I trust him, so when he told me they 
were thinking about moving me to the two, I said, ‘okay if that’s what you want me to do, I’ll 
be a two for you.’ 
Mike: “The first night Kelsey was on campus, she came straight from Lithuania to seattle. 
She landed at 11:45 and they were playing one on one shortly after and then she calls me 
and says thumbs up coach, I see why. You’ll see her at point a lot, but the shots she’s been 
able to get at practice – excited to see what she can do with that.” 
 
What’s it  goning to take to beat Stanford: 
“I think there’s a lot of people who can maybe beat Stanford on a one game basis, but to win 
the title, two or three people have to do that. That’s where I think their dominance is so 
impressive. I think there’s a handful of teams, that if you catch them on a night they don’t 
play to their normal standard, there’s five or six that could beat them. We’re trying to close 
that gap…I think its helped the league we’re starting to close that gap, Cal helped with that 
and shared the championship. If they can narrow the margin, and they become a two or 
three loss team, they’ll probably still win the league, its an impressive streak in a power 
conference. You mention Cal, I think it depends on where they play them as well…I think 
Utah gets them at home this year, they have a strong group…I think you could see a handful 
of team knocking them off. I don’t know if enough of us can beat them to take the title…we 
have two shots at them this year, you can look at that two ways – we get to play them twice, 
we have a couple opportunities, having them two times will hopefully help us.” 



 
On Mercedes’ role: 
Mike: “Un-phased; she knows what I expect out of her. She led the conference in minutes 
played last year, I think that knows how much we trust her. Mercedes will be our defensives 
stopper, she’ll guard the teams best guard every night – not much of an adjustment for her. 
I hope all of their minutes go down. You look at our depth last year, we had 3 or 4 kids going 
30+. I’d like to see everyone’s minutes go down a little bit. She is the ultimate teammate, as 
she displayed by becoming a great pinch-runner for the softball team. That’s a great story - I 
was talking about what a great teammate was and the softball coach says we need to 
recruit a player like that for our team, and they went to her. She knows what a college world 
series looks like. None of these kids know what it looks like - her role as a leader is every 
single day, she is un-phased by headlines…somebody suggested she might be a sixth man 
and it didn’t phase her a lick. She said whatever you need me to do, I’m here to do. To see it 
from your senior is invaluable, irreplaceable. To listen to all accolades freshman gets, to do 
that and still come out here every single day and still do what she does is priceless.” 
 
What are Walton’s summer improvements: 
Mike: “She looks great, she’s got bad knees and they were really hurting her and we 
demanded a lot of time out of her. She really dedicated herself this summer, this is her 
junior year and she’s done a great job in the classroom, she’s captured the momentum and 
looks great. Had a couple of practices where we couldn’t guard her, it was fun to watch. With 
her and the team, I love watching them practice. They’re attaching practice…she’s gonna 
play a lot of different positions, she’s our biggest player on the floor a lot of the time now. 
She really improved her ball handling, she got with some people and spent a lot of time 
working on it. You hear a ball bouncing in the gym and most times I could guess it was her. I 
don’t know how many pickup games they played this summer. This group stayed together 
during the transition and I think it was important they had each other around, they went 
looking for games. Talia and Jaz were leaders of that and the other group fell along.” 
 
On the importance of the transition this summer: 
Jazmine: “It inspires you to want to be better an not be complacent. So with the coaching 
change, we didn’t know it’d be Neighbors, so that’s the time we got together and began to 
work on things we had never worked on…we wanted to be prepared and ready. This summer 
was very imports to us. I’m glad Talia and Kelsey and were focused and wanted to invest this 
summer. In practice you could see it, I wish you were there to see it. They practiced all 
summer. To see them practice like tis a normal thing, it makes me happy to see that. We 
know that close miss could really help us; we emulate those things in practice, and we’ve 
come out on top almost every time.” 
 
On trajectory of going up: 
Jazmine “It does, it feels like we’re there…we’re almost right there. This year with all the 
hard work were putting in, were doing it one step at a time to get right there.”  
Mike: “We got picked fourth, we’ve been picked 8th 9th 10th, we lost that chip on our 
shoulder…” 
Jazmine: “To be picked fourth with the past, to me that says all our hard work has not gone 
unnoticed. It’s a nice pressure, it feels great.” 
Mike: “Like I will tell them, every year somebody that’s picked at the top finishes at the 



bottom, and vice versa, we’ve been that team and we don’t want that to continue. The 
schedule does factor in to where you finish…we have to got to the LA’s and we have to face 
Cal and Stanford twice and Utah and Colorado twice. If we do what we’ve been doing in the 
conference, I think we’ll be tournament ready. The pressure to host the first and second 
rounds in our gym…they embraced it as soon as they heard it. If we do one thing at a time, 
down the line, if you get to the Pac-12 tournament in Seattle, it presents a great opportunity, 
its right there in front of you every single day.” 
 
On Jazmine on being interviewed by administration in hiring process: 
Jazmine: “Yeah we all were hoping it was our coach right now…we felt like that would be the 
one person that would keep it all together, keep it going. They asked us a couple questions 
how we would feel if neighbors was coach and we said ‘yeah please make him the coach’.” 


